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SUMMARY

Fault diagnosis of analogue circuits is essential for analogue and mixed-signal systems testing and main-
tenance. A new method is proposed in this paper for multiple fault diagnosis of linear analogue circuits
in frequency domain. The Woodbury formula is applied to the modi9ed nodal equation to construct the
fault diagnosis equation, which relates the limited measured circuit responses with the multiple faults
inside the circuit in a linear way. A recently developed ambiguity group locating technique is modi9ed
here to identify the faulty parameters directly. Computation cost is reduced compared to combinatorial
search in traditional fault veri9cation methods. Only one node is needed for voltage measurement, but
multiple excitations on accessible nodes are required for fault identi9cation. Parameter evaluation can
provide the exact solution to the deviated values of faulty parameters. The faulty parameter deviations
can have any 9nite values. Example circuits are provided to illustrate the proposed method. Two other
methods for multiple analogue fault diagnosis sharing the same mechanism as the method proposed in
this paper are also brie<y described. The proposed method is extremely e=ective for the circuit with
very limited accessible nodes and is also computationally e>cient. Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fault diagnosis of analogue circuits has been one of the most challenging topics for re-
searchers and test engineers since the 1970s. Given the circuit topology and nominal circuit
parameter values, fault diagnosis is to obtain the exact information about the faulty circuit
based on the analysis of the limited measured circuit responses. There are three dominant
and distinct stages in the process of fault diagnosis: fault detection to 9nd out if the circuit
under test (CUT) is faulty comparing with the fault-free circuit or gold circuit (this stage is
usually called test in industry), fault identi9cation to locate where the faulty parameters are
inside the faulty circuit, and parameter evaluation to obtain how much the faulty parameters
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deviated from their nominal values and to obtain values of other circuit parameters such as
branch and nodal voltages. The bottlenecks of analogue fault diagnosis primarily lie in the
inherited features of analogue circuits: non-linearity, parameter tolerances, limited accessible
nodes, and lack of e>cient models. Multiple fault diagnosis techniques are even less devel-
oped than single fault diagnosis because it is more di>cult to model and detect multiple
faults, particularly in the presence of tolerance or measurement noise. In addition, in multiple
fault situation, one fault’s e=ect on the circuit could be masked by the e=ects of other faults.
Generally speaking, there is no widely accepted paradigm for analogue test or fault diagnosis
even with the introduction of IEEE 1149.4 standard for mixed-signal test bus.

With recent sharp development of electronic design automation tools and widespread appli-
cation of analogue VLSI chips, mixed-signal systems and system-on-chip solutions favoured
by modern electronics in the area of wireless communication, networking, neural network
and real-time control, new challenges such as increased complexity and reduced accessibility
are posed on analogue test and fault diagnosis. Several good periodical reviews on this topic
appeared in 1979 [1], 1985 [2], 1991 [3] and 1998 [4], respectively. The papers [5–8] are
examples of research e=orts after 1998.

In Reference [9], a method was proposed for single fault diagnosis in linear analogue cir-
cuit. Multiple excitations are required and the Woodbury formula in matrix theory is applied
to locate the faulty parameter. This method is also applied to multiple fault diagnosis by
decomposition technique assuming that each sub-circuit contains at most a single faulty pa-
rameter. In this paper, the method developed in Reference [9] is generalized and extended to
multiple fault diagnosis of linear analogue circuits in frequency domain. In our work, multiple
excitations and the Woodbury formula are also required for fault identi9cation. However, a
recently developed ambiguity group locating technique is applied for fault identi9cation which
reduces computational cost of the test method. Multiple faults can be located directly and e>-
ciently, thus eliminating the requirement for decomposition and the corresponding restrictions.
Moreover, the methodology developed in our work, (i.e. constructing fault diagnosis equation
on the basis of the analysis of the fault-free circuit and the measured responses of faulty cir-
cuit, then applying the ambiguity group locating technique to identify the faulty parameters,
9nally evaluating all parameter values of faulty circuit exactly) can be applied to two other
methods developed for multiple analogue fault diagnosis. The dominant di=erences among
these three methods are the distinct fault diagnosis equations resulting from distinct circuit
analysis methods and distinct excitation and measurement methods. The method proposed in
this paper can be classi9ed as the fault veri9cation method under the category of simulation
after test (SAT) [2], which can provide the exact solution to the circuit parameters and can be
applied to detect large parameter changes when the number of independent measurements are
greater than the number of faults in the CUT. In Section 5.2, Kirchho= current law (KCL) is
applied to each circuit node, together with the constitutive equations for all circuit parame-
ters without admittance description, to obtain the modi9ed nodal equation. Circuit topology is
comprehensively described by two structural matrices, and the Woodbury formula is used to
construct the fault diagnosis equation. Fault diagnosis equation relates the limited measured
circuit outputs with the faulty parameters in a linear way. In Section 3, a recently developed
method for minimum size ambiguity group locating technique based on QR factorization is
applied to detect and identify the multiple faults. Detailed procedure and <ow-chart of a fault
diagnosis programme are given. Section 4 provides example circuits to demonstrate the pro-
posed method. The results are compared with those obtained by the method in Reference [9].

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2002; 30:000–000
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The demonstrated methodology is also applied to develop two new methods for multiple fault
diagnosis in Section 5. Finally, brief conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. FAULT DIAGNOSIS EQUATION

Generally, the circuit topology as well as its parameters’ nominal values are known. Consider
a continuous-time, time-invariant, strongly connected, linear circuit with n + 1 nodes and p
parameters. The (n + 1)th node, denoted by zero, is assigned to be the grounded reference
node while the remaining n nodes are ungrounded. All p parameters are divided into two
categories: one is parameters which have admittance description such as conductance, capacitor
and voltage-controlled-current source and the other is parameters which have no admittance
description such as impedance, inductor, current-controlled-source, operational ampli9er, etc.

Applying the KCL to each circuit node, one can obtain n equations with variables being
nodal voltages and parameter currents. Constitutive equations in terms of nodal voltages and
parameter currents, which de9ne the characteristics of all parameters without admittance de-
scription, are appended to the above n KCL-based equations, thus the system’s equation are
constructed in the following form:

TgXg =Wg (1)

where Tg is a g× g coe>cient matrix consisting of circuit parameters, Xg is a g× 1 solution
vector of node voltages and parameter currents, and Wg is a g× 1 excitation vector composed
of independent current and voltage sources, and initial conditions of capacitors and inductors.
The 9rst n rows in Tg, Xg and Wg correspond to n nodes. The resulting system equation (1) is
called the modi)ed nodal equation in Reference [10]. Note that g= n for normal nodal analysis
of a circuit in which all parameters have admittance description, and g¿n for modi9ed nodal
analysis of a circuit in which some parameters have non-admittance description. Provided that
the circuit functions in a stable state, the parametric values of nodal voltages and parameter
currents will be 9nite and unique. The coe>cient matrix Tg is non-singular since the circuit
is a strongly connected network.

One important fact about circuit topology is that each parameter, say hv (v=1; 2; : : : ; p),
can be located by at most four circuit nodes as indicated in Figure 1: two input nodes kv and
lv, and two output nodes iv and jv. The current orientations are also indicated in Figure 1. For
two-terminal parameters such as resistor and capacitor, the input nodes will be the same as
the output nodes: kv = i� and lv = j�. Based on this fact, the circuit topology can be completely
described by two g×p structural matrices P and Q which are de9ned as follows:

P=[p1 p2 : : : pp]= [ei1 − ej1 ei2 − ej2 : : : eip − ejp]
Q=[q1 q2 : : : qp]= [ek1 − el1 ek2 − el2 : : : ekp − elp]

(2)

where ev represents a g× 1 vector of zeros except for the vth entry, which is equal to one, and
p� and q� represent g× 1 vectors describing the locations of output nodes and input nodes,
respectively. Matrices P and Q are only determined by the locations, not the values of the
circuit parameters. The columns of matrix P correspond to the locations of the output nodes
of circuit parameters while the columns of matrix Q correspond to the locations of the input
nodes of circuit parameters.

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2002; 30:000–000
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Figure 1. Model of parameter locations.

Another important fact is that most parameters in linear circuits will enter the coe>cient
matrix Tg in the symbolic form

i�
j�

k� l�[
h� −h�
h� h�

]
(3)

with the equivalent algebraic representation being

(ei� − ej�)h�(ek� − el�)
T =p�h�qT� (4)

where superscript T denotes transpose of matrix or vector. For any grounded node, the corre-
sponding row or column in the symbolic form will be removed together with the corresponding
unit vector ev in the algebraic form. Resistor, inductor, capacitor, dependent sources, and op-
erational ampli9er with its negative inverse gain being a parameter are examples of circuit
devices described in this way. In this paper, all faulty parameters are restricted to such type
of circuit devices.

Apply Equation (1) to fault-free and faulty circuit, respectively, with the same excitation
sources to get

T0X0 =W0 (5)

TX =(T0 + QT )(X0 + QX )=W0 (6)

where

T =T0 + QT (7)

X =X0 + QX (8)

Suppose that the 9rst f of p parameters are faulty and are changed from their nominal
values h10; h20; : : : ; hf0 to the new values h1 = h10 + �1; h2 = h20 + �2; : : : ; hf = hf0 + �f, where
�1; �2; : : : ; �f are the parameter deviations and the deviation vector � is an f× 1 vector:

�=[�1 �2 · · · �f]T (9)

De9ne F as the faulty parameter set, and assume that each faulty parameter Fv (v=1; 2; : : : ; f)
is located on the intersection of the corresponding rows iv and jv and columns kv and lv of the

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2002; 30:000–000
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coe>cient matrix T . The deviation of the coe>cient matrices now has the following form:

QT =
t∑

�=1
pv��qT

� =Pf diag(�)QT
f (10)

where diag(�) is an f×f diagonal matrix and Pf and Qf are g×f matrices which contain
0 and ±1 entries:

Pf = [p1 p2 : : : pf]= [ei1 − ej1 ei2 − ej2 : : : eif − ejf ]
Qf = [q1 q2 : : : qf]= [ek1 − el1 ek2 − el2 : : : ekf − elf ]

(11)

Note that Pf and Qf are sub-matrices of P and Q, respectively. They can be constructed from
P and Q by selecting all columns in P and Q corresponding to faulty parameters.

The solution vector for fault-free circuit is

X0 = [x1;0 x2;0 : : : xg;0]T (12)

where subscript 0 indicates that the denoted parameters are for fault-free circuit. Hence the
product of QT

f and X0 can be written as

QT
fX0 = [ek1 − el1 ek2 − el2 : : : ekf − elf ]

TX0

= [xk1 ;0 − xl1 ;0 xk2 ;0 − xl2 ;0 : : : xkf;0 − xlf;0]
T

= [xk1l1 ;0 xk2l2 ;0 : : : xkflf;0]
T (13)

and it has the physical interpretation of controlling nominal signal values (e.g. voltages) on
faulty parameter input terminals. Applying the Woodbury formula [11] in matrix theory

(A+ PS−1V )−1 =A−1 − A−1P(S + VA−1P)−1VA−1 (14)

to Equations (7) and (10) with A=T0, S−1 = diag(�), P=Pf and V=QT
f , the inverse of

coe>cient matrix T has the following form:

T−1 = (T0 + Pf diag(�)QT
f)

−1

= T−1
0 − T−1

0 Pf(diag(�−1) +QT
fT

−1
0 Pf)−1QT

fT
−1
0 (15a)

The value of �� (�=1; 2; : : : ; f) cannot be zero or in9nity to meet with the requirement of
inverting restrictions in the Woodbury formula. Since �� being zero means fault-free param-
eter and only faulty parameters will be identi9ed by following fault diagnosis algorithm, we
will have only one restriction: �� cannot be in9nite, which corresponds to the case of open
admittance or short impedance. But open or short faults can be dealt with using ideal switch
introduced in modi9ed nodal analysis [10]. Therefore, the proposed method can handle open
and short faults as well.

Let us de9ne

�=[�1 �2 · · · �n]T =T−1
0 Pf

�=QT
fT

−1
0 Pf

(16)

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2002; 30:000–000
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then Equation (15a) has the following form:

T−1 =T−1
0 − �(diag(�−1) + �)−1QT

fT
−1
0 (15b)

Since the coe>cient matrices T0 and T are non-singular, the solution vector for faulty circuit
X is then obtained using Equation (6) and considering Equations (15b) and (5):

X = T−1W0

= T−1
0 W0 − �(diag(�−1) + �)−1QT

fT
−1
0 W0

= X0 − �(diag(�−1) + �)−1QT
fX0 (17)

Thus, the deviation vector QX can be obtained by Equation (8) considering Equations (17)
and (13):

QX = X − X0

=−�(diag(�−1) + �)−1QT
fX0

=




 11  12 : : :  1f

 21  22 : : :  2f

...

 g1  g2 : : :  gf







xk1l1 ;0
xk2l2 ;0

...

xkflf;0


 (18)

where

 =−�(diag(�−1) + �)−1

=




 11  12 : : :  1f

 21  22 : : :  2f

...

 g1  g2 : : :  gf


=



 1

 2

...
 g


 (19)

Usually voltage measurement is easier to carry out and is less invasive to analogue circuit
properties than current measurement. Therefore, we only use nodal voltage measurement in
this paper. Suppose the ith node is accessible for measurement, then by Equation (18):

QXi =[ i1  i2 : : :  if ][xk1l1 ;0 xk2l2 ;0 : : : xkflf;0]
T (20)

According to the de9nition of g×f matrix  in Equations (19) and (16), matrix  does
not depend on the location of excitation sources. Thus, matrix  is invariant when applying
the multiple excitation method, i.e. the same coe>cients  ij links deviation of measurements
QXi and nominal signal values on faulty parameter xkjlj , independent of the excitation vector

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2002; 30:000–000
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applied. After measuring the corresponding nodal voltages on the ith node with m independent
excitation vectors We (e=1; 2; : : : ; m), we then obtain

QX (1)
i =[ i1  i2 : : :  if ][x

(1)
k1l1 ;0 x(1)

k2l2 ;0 : : : x(1)
kflf;0

]T

QX (2)
i =[ i1  i2 : : :  if ][x

(2)
k1l1 ;0 x(2)

k2l2 ;0 : : : x(2)
kflf;0

]T

...

QX (m)
i =[ i1  i2 : : :  if ][x

(m)
k1l1 ;0 x(m)

k2l2 ;0 : : : x(m)
kflf;0

]T

(21)

or in a matrix form

QXM
i =




QX (1)
i

QX (2)
i

...

QX (m)
i


=




x(1)
k1l1 ;0 x(1)

k2l2 ;0 : : : x(1)
kflf;0

x(2)
k1l1 ;0 x(2)

k2l2 ;0 : : : x(2)
kflf;0

...

x(m)
k1l1 ;0 x(m)

k2l2 ;0 : : : x(m)
kflf;0







 i1
 i2
...

 if


 (22)

= XMF
b  i

where superscript M denotes the set of multiple excitations and m is the number of these
excitations. The single measurement node can be one of the nodes used for multiple excitation
method, then the total number of accessible nodes should be m. Assume that f6m − 16p,
then the coe>cient matrix XMF

b has more rows than columns thus to guarantee the uniqueness
of solution to Equation (22) with veri9cation. Equation (22) establishes the linear relationship
between the measured responses of the faulty circuit QXM

i and the faulty parameter devi-
ations � (since vector  i is a linear function of � according to Equation (19)). Therefore,
Equation (22) is called fault diagnosis equation, the coe>cient matrix XMF

b is called fault
diagnosis matrix.

The fault diagnosis equation describes the relationship between limited measurement and
multiple faults (including their locations and deviation values) in a linear way. Hence, math-
ematical results of linear algebra or matrix theory such as matrix factorization, rank deter-
mination and ambiguity group location techniques could be utilized for the purpose of fault
diagnosis. Another bene9t of using fault diagnosis equation is partitioning the testing task into
two parts: fault parameter location represented by fault diagnosis matrix XMF

b and determina-
tion of faulty parameter deviation values represented by the solution vector  i. The left-hand
side vector of fault diagnosis equation can be thus obtained from the measurements. On the
right-hand side, the fault diagnosis matrix is only determined by nominal values of circuit
parameters, and hence is independent of faulty parameter deviation values. Its columns corre-
spond to faulty parameter locations. It can be obtained from a known matrix XMP

b described
in Section 3.

The solution vector  i is unknown, but it is only determined by faulty parameter deviation
values after the location of faulty parameters. In conclusion, the location of faulty parameters is
the key to the solution of the fault diagnosis equation, which can be implemented by locating
the ambiguity groups in the fault diagnosis equation as discussed in detail in Section 3.

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2002; 30:000–000
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3. FAULT DIAGNOSIS

Testability is not the focus of this paper. We assume that the given measurement set can
give at least one 9nite solution to circuit parameters. This will be accomplished by combining
the measurement deviations with nominal circuit solutions into the fault veri9cation matrix,
which will be subsequently used in fault diagnosis process. In this section, how to implement
the three stages of fault diagnosis is discussed. Firstly, faults are detected by comparing the
measurements with nominal circuit responses. Then, by checking the minimum size ambiguity
group in the fault diagnosis equation based on the QR factorization, the minimum size faulty
parameter group is located. Finally, faulty parameter deviation values can be exactly computed.
The other circuit parameters in faulty circuit such as nodal voltages and branch currents can
be computed as well.

3.1. Fault detection

As the 9rst stage of fault diagnosis, fault detection is easily implemented. If the measurement
deviation vector QXM

i in the fault diagnosis equation is a zero vector, obviously the CUT
is judged as fault-free for the given excitation and measurement sets. Otherwise, at least one
fault is judged detected by the given measurement set.

3.2. Fault identi)cation

To identify the faulty parameters, 9rst let us analyse the fault diagnosis equation. The left-
hand side of Equation (22) is a known vector from measurements, the right-hand side is the
product of an unknown coe>cient matrix XMF

b and an unknown solution vector  i. According
to Equation (13), matrix XMF

b is determined by faulty parameter locations and X0, solution
vector for fault-free circuit. Hence, the columns in XMF

b represent the di=erences between the
nominal values of nodal voltages or parameter currents across the two input nodes of the
faulty parameters. Although we do not know matrix XMF

b , but we really know all of the nodal
voltages and parameter currents in fault-free circuit! Similar to that as in Equation (13), we
construct a new m×p matrix XMP

b as follows:

QTX0 = [ek1 − el1 ek2 − el2 : : : ekp − elp]
TX0

= [xk1 ;0 − xl1 ;0 xk2 ;0 − xl2 ;0 : : : xkp;0 − xlp;0]
T

= [xk1l1 ;0 xk2l2 ;0 : : : xkplp;0]
T (23)

XMP
b =



x(1)
k1l1 ;0 x(1)

k2l2 ;0 : : : x(1)
kplp;0

x(2)
k1l1 ;0 x(2)

k2l2 ;0 : : : x(2)
kplp;0

: : :

x(m)
k1l1 ;0 x(m)

k2l2 ;0 : : : x(m)
kplp;0


 (24)

where superscript P denotes the set of all circuit parameters. Each column of XMP
b corresponds

to one circuit parameter. Apparently, fault diagnosis matrix XMF
b is a sub-matrix of XMP

b , which

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2002; 30:000–000
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can be constructed by collecting all columns in XMP
b corresponding to the faulty parameters.

Matrix XMF
b has more rows than columns whereas XMP

b has less rows than columns due to
the restriction f6m− 16p.

For the purpose of fault identi9cation, we need to 9nd out which set or sets of columns
in XMP

b can satisfy the fault diagnosis equation, i.e. the dependency between QXM
i and the

desired set(s) of columns in XMP
b . It is very possible that there are more than one qualifying

sets, so we regulate that the minimum size of column set satisfying fault diagnosis equation
will be the desired coe>cient matrix in fault diagnosis equation. One obvious way is to have
a combinatorial search through all columns in XMP

b , which is the traditional way in fault
veri9cation method [2] and requires the number of operation

O

(
f∑
1

(
p
i

))

for limited faults among p parameters, thus it is computationally costly. More e>cient method
for fault identi9cation is expected to reduce the computational cost. Our idea is to transform
fault identi9cation problem into a mathematical problem: locating the minimum size ambiguity
group which satisfy the fault diagnosis equation. Ambiguity group is de9ned as a set of
parameters corresponding to linearly dependent columns of XMP

b which, in general case, does
not give a unique solution in fault identi9cation. However, in this work, we will show how
the set of faulty parameters can be identi9ed by 9nding ambiguity groups.

In Reference [12], a method was developed to locate the minimum size ambiguity groups by
using a linear combination matrix C (which will be introduced later) with minimum number of
non-zero entries. In this paper, we modify the method in Reference [12] to identify dependence
of the measurement vector QXM

i on a subset of columns from XMP
b . Gaussian elimination step

is introduced, and minimum size ambiguity group is located by identifying the column with
minimum number of non-zero entries in the linear combination matrix C. The three steps,
Gaussian elimination, QR factorization and swapping operation are detailed next.

3.2.1. Gaussian elimination. First let us denote an augmented m× (p + 1) matrix BS as the
concatenation of the vector QXM

i and the matrix XMP
b :

BS =[QXM
i X MP

b ] (25)

Then we will normalize the 9rst column of matrix BS to have a unit in its 9rst row,

B̂S(i; 1)=
BS(i; 1)
BS(1; 1)

; i=1; 2; : : : ; m (26)

If the 9rst entry of matrix Bs, Bs(1; 1) happens to be zero, just permutes the rows of Bs so that
the 9rst entry Bs(1; 1) is non-zero. Such a non-zero entry must exist since QXM

i is a non-zero
vector for faulty circuit. Eliminate the remaining entries in the 9rst row of matrix BS by
performing a similar operation to Gaussian elimination as follows:

B̂S(i; j)=BS(i; j)− BS(i; 1)
BS(1; 1)

BS(1; j); i=1; 2; : : : ; m; j=2; 3; : : : ; p+ 1 (27)

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2002; 30:000–000
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Finally, we obtain m× (p+ 1) matrix B̂S in the following form:

B̂S =

[
11×1 01×p

(QX̂i)(m−1)×1 B(m−1)×p

]
(28)

where the superscript represents the size of a vector or a matrix. Matrix B is obtained from
XMP
b after elimination of dependence on QXM

i and is called veri)cation matrix. The depen-
dency of the desired columns of matrix B surely indicates the dependency between QXM

i and
the desired columns of matrix XMP

b . Thus we can only concentrate on the dependency among
the columns of the veri9cation matrix B.

3.2.2. QR factorization. The rank of B determines a maximum number of faults that can
be uniquely identi9ed by solving the fault diagnosis equation. Since m − 1¡p, B can be
decomposed into two linearly dependent sub-matrices as follows:

B=[B1 B2]=B1[I C] (29)

B2 =B1C (30)

where (m − 1)× r matrix B1 has the full column rank equal to the rank r of the matrix B,
and r× (p − r) matrix C is called linear combination matrix whose columns expand a set
of basis columns from B1 into the corresponding columns of B2. Note that the selection
of independent columns of B1 is not unique and is an important issue in solving the fault
diagnosis equation in the presence of ambiguities. Di=erent partitions de9ne di=erent linear
combination matrices C.

Since an ambiguity group is a set of circuit parameters corresponding to linearly depen-
dent columns of B, we de9ne a canonical ambiguity group as a minimal set of parameters
corresponding to linearly dependent columns of B. This means that if any single parameter
is removed from the canonical ambiguity group, then the remaining set corresponds to inde-
pendent columns of B and can be uniquely solvable. A combination of canonical ambiguity
groups with at least one common element was de9ned as ambiguity cluster.

To e>ciently deal with fault veri9cation problem, we will look for a partition (29) with
the matrix C in a minimum form, which is de9ned as such a matrix that one or several of its
columns have the maximum number of entries equal to zero. Thus, we can get the minimum
number of columns in XMP

b satisfying the fault diagnosis equation (22). The corresponding
partition (29) is called a canonical form of the fault diagnosis equation. Notice that according
to fault veri9cation principles [2], it is enough to 9nd a single entry in one column of C
equal to zero to solve the fault diagnosis equation. This column and all rows with non-zero
entries will correspond to the faulty parameters as indicated by the element of co-basis B2

and elements of basis B1, respectively.
In this paper, we will refer to a numerically robust algorithm based on the QR factoriza-

tion [12], which can 9nd a numerically stable solution of over-determined system of linear
equations that minimizes the least-square’s error. Fault diagnosis equation uses more measure-
ments than the number of unknown variables in order to be able to 9nd a unique solution as
well as to compensate for the measurement errors and noise of the measurement equipment.
At least one extra measurement is needed to verify the fault selection hypothesis. As a result

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Circ. Theor. Appl. 2002; 30:000–000
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of the QR factorization of (m− 1)×p veri9cation matrix B, we obtain

BE= Q̂R (31)

where E is p×p column selection matrix, Q̂ is (m− 1)× (m− 1) orthogonal matrix, and R
is (m−1)×p upper triangular matrix. Each column of matrix E has only one non-zero entry,
which is equal to one. Matrix product BE represents a permutation of the original columns
of the veri9cation matrix B. Matrix R has its rank equal to the rank of matrix B. Since R is
an upper triangular matrix and m− 1¡p, R can be written as

R=

[
R1 R2

0 0

]
(32)

where R1 is r× r upper triangular and has its rank equal to the rank of the veri9cation
matrix B.

The following theorem in Reference [12] provides a basis for a numerically e>cient ap-
proach to 9nding the ambiguity groups.

Theorem 1
A linear combination matrix C can be numerically obtained from the QR factorization of the
veri9cation matrix B using

C=R−1
1 R2 (33)

3.2.3. Swapping performance. A single QR run cannot guarantee that the matrix C will be
obtained with one or several of its columns having the maximum number of zero entries if
the proper basis is not selected. To 9nd the minimum form partition, we have to swap one
parameter of the basis with one parameter of the co-basis in the ambiguity cluster in order
to increase number of non-zero entries in C. Note that swapping parameters of the basis and
the co-basis can be performed independently in di=erent ambiguity clusters, since di=erent
clusters have mutually disjoint sets of parameters.

Lemma 1 (Starzyk et al. [12])
The necessary condition for swapping to increase the number of zero entries in C is that the
columns of basis and co-basis to be swapped have a singular 2× 2 sub-matrix of non-zero
entries.

Let us consider a linear combination matrix C with a 2× 2 singular sub-matrix[
cjk cjm
cik cim

]

with all non-zero entries. If we swap the jth element of the basis with kth element of the
co-basis, then after swapping, the kth column of C changes to

Ck =− 1
cjk

[c1k c2k · · · 1 · · · crk]T (34)
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In addition, all other columns of matrix C will be equal to

Cn =
[
c1n − cjnc1k

cik
c2n − cjnc2k

cik
· · · cjn

cik
· · · crn − cjncrk

cik

]T
(35)

Such that all zero locations in the kth column of C will remain zero as they were in the
original C. However, as can be deducted from Equation (34), a non-zero location cim in row
i and column m will become zero. Any column of C with zero entries form an ambiguity
group F and has to be considered for further processing. Since ambiguities may exist in the
original matrix XMP

b , then F contains all faults in the CUT only if the corresponding columns
in XMP

b are independent. Hence we can formulate the following lemma:

Lemma 2
A necessary condition for an ambiguity group F of the linear combination matrix C to contain
the set of all faults in the tested circuit is that the rank of the corresponding columns in matrix
XMP
b is equal to the cardinality of F .

rank(XMP
b )= card(F) (36)

Thus according to Lemma 2, any ambiguity group of the veri9cation matrix which does
satisfy Equation (36) needs to be further analysed.

The number of operations required for Gaussian elimination step is O(p2), O(p3) for QR
factorization and O((p− r)3) for swapping performance, hence the computational cost of the
proposed method is O(p3).

3.3. Parameter evaluation

After location of the faulty parameters, the invariant vector  i can be uniquely solved from
Equation (22):

 i =((XMF
b )TXMF

b )−1(XMF
b )TQXM

i (37)

Then, the deviation vector � can be exactly computed by

�=  i rdivide(−�i −  i�) (38)

where rdivide is an element-by-element division of two vectors. Additionally, the other pa-
rameters in the faulty circuit can be obtained from the construction process of fault diagnosis
equation. For example, the deviation vector QX can be obtained by Equation (18) considering
Equation (16), then the solution vector for faulty circuit X can be obtained from Equation (8).
Alternatively, vector X can be solved from Equation (6) by inverting its coe>cient matrix T ,
obtained from Equations (7) and (10). In one word, everything about the faulty circuit can
be known.

3.4. Algorithm for fault diagnosis

A <ow diagram of a computer program which implements the fault diagnosis discussed above
is shown in Figure 2. Since most of the phases of the algorithm are self-evident from the
<ow diagram, only some phases are detailed in this section.
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Figure 2. Algorithm for multiple fault diagnosis.
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In Phase 1, since nominal values of circuit parameters are known and all nodal voltages in
fault-free circuit can be solved by Equation (5), we only need to measure the nodal voltages
of the ith node in the CUT under multiple excitation method to obtain measurement deviation
vector QXM

i .
In Phase 5, F denotes one suspicious fault set and min(size(F)) represents a scalar which

is equal to the minimum size of all suspicious fault sets.
In Phase 6, if several suspicious fault sets have the same minimum size, min(size(F)), select

one of them arbitrarily for analysis. Only one parameter in the selected F is from the co-basis
and the remaining parameters from the basis. Swap that co-basis parameter which corresponds
to column k in matrix C with one of basis parameters which corresponds to row j in the
matrix C. By Equations (34) and (35), all zero entries in the column k of matrix C will hold
after swapping while new zero-entry will appear in another column of new matrix C, thus
the new value of min(size(F)) will be equal to, or less than the old value before swapping.

There are two rules for swapping. One is that according to Lemma 1, row j is selected
with non-zero cjk on the intersection of row j and column k of matrix C. Another rule is that
if one parameter in the current basis has been swapped into the basis by the previous swap-
ping operation, then this element will not be considered during the later swapping operation.
Usually, m− 1 is far less than p, and the rank of r× (p− r) matrix C, r is not greater than
m − 1, thus there are far less basis parameters than co-basis parameters. The comprehensive
swapping between the co-basis parameter k and the basis parameters are very limited, as a
result of the two swapping principles.

Phases 12–15B is used for veri9cation. One or several suspicious fault sets with minimum
size are used to compute the deviation vector QX . If a computed vector matches the real
measured vector QXM

i , the corresponding fault set F is our 9nal solution to faulty parameters.
Otherwise, we discard this set, and turn to the adjoint suspicious fault sets recorded in Phase 9.
Veri9cation in this phase continues until one 9nds out at least one quali9ed solution to faulty
parameters. Otherwise, the CUT is concluded as unsolvable because the restriction f6m− 1
is not satis9ed.

4. EXAMPLE CIRCUITS

4.1. Example 1

The example circuit 4 in Reference [9] (Figure 3) is used here in order to demonstrate the
improvement in e>cacy by the method proposed in this paper. There are 6+1 nodes, 11 con-
ductances, 2 voltage-controlled-current sources in the CUT, where G1 = 1S, G2 = 1S, G3 = 2S,
G4 = 1S, G5 = 0:5S, G6 = 2S, G7 = 1S, G8 = 0:5S, G9 = 2S, G10 = 1S, G11 = 0:5S, is =1A. Sup-
pose that G3 and G9 have deviations QG3 =−1S and QG9 = 2S, respectively. Node {1} is the
single measurement node. The single current source is is applied between ground and three
accessible nodes {1; 3; 6}, respectively, under multiple excitation method. Thus, n=6, p=13,
m=3, f=2 and f6m− 16p. The measurement deviation in Phase 1 of algorithm is

QXM
i =




0:2248
−2:1536
−1:2544
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Figure 3. Example circuit in Reference [9].

In Phase 4, veri9cation matrix B is obtained after Gaussian elimination as

B=

[
5:3827 −4:1975 1:1852 −1:8272 −0:6420 0:7531 0:1111 −0:9877 0:7407 −0:3580 −0:2469 0:6420 1:0988

3:3827 −2:1975 1:1852 0:1728 1:3580 −0:2469 1:1111 −0:9877 0:7407 −1:3580 −0:2469 −1:3580 2:0988

]

and the linear combination matrix C is obtained as

C =

[
0:2500 −0:2500 −0:7500 0:0911 0:0911 −0:2083 0:1563 −0:1432 −0:0521 0 0:2995

0:2500 0:7500 0:2500 −0:4089 0:5911 −0:2083 0:1562 −0:6432 −0:0521 −1:0000 0:7995

]

with permutation vector E= {1; 5; 3; 4; 2; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13}. Thus the basis parameters are
{1; 5} and co-basis parameters {3; 4; 2; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13}. The only suspicious fault set
{5; 12} is from the 10th column of C, but it does not satisfy Lemma 2.

Swapping the 9rst basis parameter {1} with the 9rst co-basis parameter {3}, we will obtain
the new matrix C as

C =

[
4:0000 −1:0000 −3:0000 0:3646 0:3646 −0:8333 0:6250 −0:5729 −0:2083 0 1:1979

−1:0000 1:0000 1:0000 −0:5000 0:5000 0:0000 −0:0000 −0:5000 0:0000 −1:0000 0:5000

]

Totally, there are three suspicious fault sets {3; 8}, {3; 9} and {3; 11}, and min(size(F))=2.
Since we cannot reduce min(size(F)) any more by swapping, we conclude that these three
fault sets are our candidates for veri9cation in Phases 13–15B.

For fault set {3; 8}, the fault diagnosis equation is




0:2248
−2:1536
−1:2544


=



−0:1304 0:6957
2:4348 −7:6522
1:9130 −4:8696


 i

with its unique solution vector by Reference (37)  i =[0:3191 0:3830]T. By Reference (38),
the deviations of G3 and G8 are [

QG3
QG8

]
=

[
−1:0000
0:2647

]
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The computed nodal voltage deviations on node {1} is

QX computed
i =




0:2248
−2:1536
−1:2544




which is equal to the measured vector QXM
i . Thus, we conclude that fault parameters are G3

and G8 with QG3=− 1S and QG8 = 0:2647S, respectively.
For fault set {3; 9}, the fault diagnosis equation is




0:2248
−2:1536
−1:2544


=



−0:1304 −0:5217
2:4348 5:7391
1:9130 3:6522


 i

with the deviations of G3 and G9 are [
QG3
QG9

]
=

[
−1:0000
2:0000

]

The computed vector of nodal voltage deviations on node {1} is also equal to the mea-
sured vector QXM

i . We conclude that fault parameters are G3 and G9 with QG3 = − 1S and
QG9 = 2:0000S, respectively.

For fault set {3; 11}, similar conclusion is made that fault parameters are G3 and G11 with
QG3 = − 1S and QG11 = 1:6364S, respectively.

Totally, we have three solutions to the faulty parameters for the given measurements. To
exactly identify the faulty parameters in the CUT, more measurements are needed, which will
be demonstrated in next example.

The accessible nodes are reduced to 3 in the proposed method comparing with at least
4 accessible nodes in Reference [9]: node {1; 6} for multiple excitation method and node
{3; 4} for measurement of branch voltage of G6. The selection and assumption of one fault-
free parameter with corresponding measurement of its branch voltage used in decomposition
method in Reference [9] is removed, which is a notable improvement.

4.2. Example 2

An active low-pass 9lter [13] shown in Figure 4(a) is provided to illustrate the approach
proposed in the paper. The example circuit has 20 nodes and 22 resistors, 4 capacitors, and
8 ampli9ers with the following nominal values (all resistors in kV and capacitors in �F):
R1=0:182, C2=0:01, R3=1:57, R5=2:64, R6=10:0, R7=10:0, R9=100:0, R10=11:1,
R11=2:64, C12=0:01, R14=5:41, R15=1:0, R17=1:0, C18=0:01, R19=4:84, R21=2:32,
R22=10:0, R23=10:0, R25=500:0, R26=111:1, R27=1:14, R28=2:32, C29=0:01, R31=
72:4, R32=10:0, R34=10:0. The current source is j(t)=1:0 cos(2000t)A. All the operational
ampli9ers are modelled by the circuit in Figure 4(b).

Assume that the faulty parameters are R6 which was changed from 10.0 to 20:0kV and R26
changed from 111.1 to 75:0 kV. The corresponding admittance deviations are QG6=1=20 000−
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Figure 4. (a) Active low-pass 9lter; (b) model of OPAMP.

1=10 000=− 5:0e− 5=V and QG26=1=75 000− 1=111 100=4:3324e− 6=V. The single mea-
surement node is node {2}, and single current source is applied between ground and nodes
{1; 2; 7; 17; 19}. Thus, n=19, p=42, f=2, m=5 and restriction f6m − 16p is satis9ed.
The measured deviation vector is

QXM
i =




−3:4938e − 003 + 1:3508e − 002i

−3:5511e − 003 + 1:3729e − 002i

2:6940e − 001 + 7:0256e − 002i

−5:1196e − 014 + 2:1975e − 013i

−3:5511e − 003 + 1:3729e − 002i




In Phase 4, a 4× 38 linear combination matrix C is obtained after Gaussian elimina-
tion and QR factorization with the basis parameters {3; 30; 7; 17} and co-basis parameters
{5; 6; 1; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14; 15; 16; 4; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29;
2; 31; 32; 33; 34; 35; 36; 37; 38; 39; 40; 41; 42}. By Lemma 2, two suspicious fault sets
are identi9ed {5; 17} and {4; 17} with min(size(F))=2.

Since no swapping can reduce min(size(F)) any more, we obtain two suspicious fault sets
{5; 17}, and {4; 17}.
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Fault set {4; 17}, correspond to parameters {R6; R26} in the CUT. The fault diagnosis
equation is




−3:4938e − 003 + 1:3508e − 002i
−3:5511e − 003 + 1:3729e − 002i
2:6940e − 001 + 7:0256e − 002i

−5:1196e − 014 + 2:1975e − 013i
−3:5511e − 003 + 1:3729e − 002i




=




−1:1044e+ 001 + 1:3172e+ 002i −5:5322e+ 002− 4:9887e+ 001i
−1:1225e+ 001 + 1:3388e+ 002i −5:4184e+ 002− 5:0614e+ 001i
2:6279e+ 003 + 2:2562e+ 002i −9:4639e+ 002− 5:6622e+ 001i

−9:0468e − 011 + 1:0790e − 009i 1:0101e+ 000 + 6:4128e − 011i
−1:1225e+ 001 + 1:3388e+ 002i −5:4183e+ 002− 5:0614e+ 001i



 i

with  i =[1:0404e−004−1:7802e−005i −2:2349e−014−1:0800e−013i]T. By Equation (38),
the deviations of G6 and G26 are[

QG6
QG26

]
=

[
−5:0000e − 005 + 6:3277e − 021i
4:3324e − 006 + 3:6403e − 012i

]
≈
[
−5:0000e − 005
4:3324e − 006

]

The computed vector of nodal voltage deviations on node {2} is also equal to the measured
vector QXM

i . We conclude that fault parameters are G6 and G26 with QG6 =− 5e − 5S and
QG26 = 4:3324e − 6S.

Fault set {5; 17} corresponds to parameters {R7; R26} in the CUT. By Equation (38), the
deviations of G7 and G26 are[

QG7
QG26

]
=

[
9:9075e − 005− 1:5686e − 007i

−7:7897e − 013 + 3:9789e − 012i

]

Obviously, R7 should not have imaginary part even in the faulty condition. Thus, we discard
this fault set.

In conclusion, we identify only one faulty parameter set {R6; R26} with their deviations
in the CUT, which is the exact faulty condition in the CUT. With increased number of
measurements, the suspicious faulty parameter sets are reduced to a unique solution set which
matches the real condition.

5. GENERALIZED APPLICATIONS

The mechanism demonstrated in the proposed method can be generalized as follows. First
construct the fault diagnosis equation based on circuit analysis to relate the limited measured
circuit responses with the faulty parameters in a linear way, then apply the ambiguity group
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locating technique to identify the faulty parameters through three steps: Gaussian elimina-
tion, QR factorization and swapping operation. Finally, evaluate all parameter values of the
faulty circuit based on the analysis of the fault diagnosis equation. Two new methods sharing
the same mechanism were proposed recently for multiple fault diagnosis in linear analogue
circuits [14,15].

5.1. Method 1

This method is described in detail in Reference [14]. Starting from Equations (5) and (6),
we can obtain

T0 QX =−QTX (39)

Then, QX is computed by

QX =−T−1
0 QTX (40)

Let us denote

QW =−QTX (41)

where g× 1 vector QW represents the changes in excitations caused by faulty parameters and
we call it the faulty excitations. The corresponding nodes or parameters are faulty. Similarly,
nodes or parameter with zero faulty excitations are fault-free. Equation (40) is simpli9ed as

QX =T−1
0 QW (42)

Since only a few parameters are faulty, in which case QW has the form

QW =




0

QWF

0


 (43)

Assuming that the 9rst m elements of X can be measured, we obtain

[
QXM

QXG−M

]
=T−1

0




0

QWF

0


 (44)

where G indicates the set of all equations and M the set of measurements. Hence,

QXM=BMF QWF (45)

where

T−1
0 =

[
BM1 BMF BM2

BN−M;1 BN−M;F BN−M;2

]
(46)

BM = [BM1 BMF BM2] (47)

Fault diagnosis equation (45) has to be satis9ed when the set F includes all circuit excitations
associated with faulty parameters in the faulty circuit. The columns in BMF correspond to faulty
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nodes or faulty parameters in the circuit. Our aim is to 9nd out the sets of columns in matrix
BM that satisfy Equation (45) with the minimum number of faults, that is, vector QWF has
the minimum number of non-zero values.

The same ambiguity group locating technique discussed in Section 3.2 can be applied to
identify the minimum form ambiguity group after constructing a m× (g + 1) matrix Bs as
follows:

BS =[QXM BM ] (48)

After location of faulty excitations, the deviation of the faulty excitation vector can be derived
by solving Reference (45),

QWF =(BT
MFBMF)−1BT

MF QXM (49)

Then the deviation of the excitation vector can be obtained by 9lling out the remaining
elements with zeros to get QW in Equation (43). The deviation of the solution vector QX can
be obtained by Equation (42), solution vector for faulty circuit X can be obtained by Equation
(8). Combining Equations (10) and (41),

QW =−QTX =− Pf diag(�)QT
fX =Xinc� (50)

where

Xinc =− Pf diag(QT
fX ) (51)

Assuming that k of p parameters are faulty and f of g excitations are faulty, k is no greater
than f because some parameters may be located between two ungrounded nodes. We re-
arrange Equation (50) as follows:

Xf; k
inc �k + Xf;p−k

inc 0p−k =(QW )f (52a)

X n−f; k
inc �k + X n−f;p−k

inc 0p−k =0n−f (52b)

Here the superscript indicates the size of the matrix or vector. Equation (52b) is worth
considering. Obviously, with non-zero values of �k , X n−f; k

inc must be 0n−f; k with probability
equal to 1. We can obtain the position of faulty elements �k from the solution of Equation
(52b) as follows:

Lemma 3
The k faulty parameters are included in the parameter set whose corresponding columns have
all zero entries in the matrix X n−f;p

inc .

The deviations of faulty parameters then can be derived by solving Equation (52a)

�=((Xf; k
inc )TXf: k

inc )−1(Xf; k
inc )T(QW )f (53)

5.2. Method 2

This method is discussed in detail in Reference [15]. Similar to the method proposed in this
paper, but without the Woodbury formula, combining Equations (10) and (6), we get

(T0 + Pfdiag(�)QT
f)(X0 + QX )=W0 (54)
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After substituting Equation (5) into Equation (54), the following equation is established:

QX =− T−1
0 Pfdiag(�)QT

fX (55)

Let us denote a g× g matrix S0 as follows

S0 = [s1 s2 : : : sg]=− T−1
0 (56)

where X and sv (v=1; 2; : : : ; g) are g× 1 vectors. Thus the products of S0 and Pf, QT
f and X

can be written as

SGF = S0Pf = S0[ei1 − ej1 ei2 − ej2 : : : eif − ejf ]
= [si1 − sj1 si2 − sj2 : : : sif − sjf ]

QT
fX = [ek1 − el1 ek2 − el2 : : : ekf − elf ]

TX

= [xk1 − xl1 xk2 − xl2 : : : xkf − xlf ]
T

(57)

where G indicates the set of all modi9ed nodal equations and the fault set F represents the
set of all the faulty parameters.

Denote an f× 1 vector

0F =diag(�)QT
fX (58)

and consider Equations (9) and (57) to get

0F =diag(�)QT
fX

=diag(�)[xk1 − xl1 xk2 − xl2 : : : xkf − xlf ]
T

= [�1(xk1 − xl1) �2(xk2 − xl2) : : : �f(xkf − xlf)]
T (59)

Thus Equation (55) can be re-written as

QX = SGF0F (60)

Assume that the 9rst m elements of QX can be measured and f6m− 16p, we obtain[
QXM

QXG−M

]
=

[
SMF

SG−M;F

]
0F (61)

where M represents the set of measurements. Hence, the following fault diagnosis equation
is obtained:

QXM= SMF0F (62)

Here, SMF is an m×f matrix whose columns correspond to the faulty parameters in the
circuit. Similarly, SMP is an m×p matrix whose columns correspond to all of the parameters
in the circuit, which is constructed by selecting all the rows corresponding to measurements
selected from the following matrix SGP:

SGP = S0P= S0[ei1 − ej1 ei2 − ej2 : : : eip − ejp]
= [si1 − sj1 si2 − sj2 : : : sip − sjp]

(63)
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Table I. Di=erences among three proposed methods for fault diagnosis.

Faulty parameter Excitation Voltage Math tools Circuit analysis
identi9cation measurement

Reference [13] Indirect Single Multiple No Modi9ed nodal
Reference [14] Direct Single Multiple No Large change sensitivity
In this paper Direct Multiple Single Woodbury formula Modi9ed nodal

Construct an m× (p+ 1) matrix Bs as follows:

BS =[QXM SMP] (64)

Then apply the ambiguity group locating technique from Section 3.2 to identify the minimum
form ambiguity group. After location of ambiguity groups in the fault diagnosis equation, we
know clearly which parameters in the CUT are faulty. Vector 0F is then obtained by solving
Equation (62):

0F =(ST
MFSMF)−1ST

MFQXM (65)

The full vector QX can be computed by Equation (60) since matrix SGF and vector 0F are
known now. The solution vector X is consequently determined by Equation (8). Finally the
parameter deviations � can be obtained by solving Equation (59):

�=
[

01

xk1 − xl1

02

xk2 − xl2
· · · 0f

xkf − xkf

]T
(66)

5.3. Comparisons of the three fault veri)cation methods

The dominant feature of these three methods is that all of them share the same mechanism
discussed at the beginning of Section 5. The di=erences among the methods are in fault
parameter location, mathematical tools, excitations, and measurements and are given in Table I.
Due to di=erent methods of circuit analysis and mathematical tools utilized, distinct fault
diagnosis equations are constructed. As a consequence, distinct parameter evaluations are
proposed for each method. All of these methods belong to the same category of multiple
fault veri9cation in dynamic analogue circuits and all of them bene9t from e>cient ambiguity
groups location technique presented in Reference [12].

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a generalized fault veri9cation approach for dynamic analogue circuits was
discussed. Fault veri9cation methods intend to obtain the information about the faulty circuit
based on the limited measured responses of the faulty circuit. There are two easily imple-
mented prerequisites: one is that the circuit topology and nominal values of circuit parameters
should be known, another is that the number of measurements is greater than the number of
faulty parameters. A new method proposed in this paper is used to detect, and locate the mul-
tiple faults in a linear analogue circuit in frequency domain, then to exactly evaluate the faulty
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parameter deviations. Applying the Woodbury formula in the matrix theory to the modi9ed
nodal analysis, fault diagnosis equation is constructed to establish the relationship between
the measured responses and the faulty parameter deviations in a linear way. A numerically
robust approach developed recently has been modi9ed to 9t the condition stated in this paper
in order to implement fault location, i.e. location of the minimum size ambiguity group in the
fault diagnosis equation based on QR factorization. Parameter evaluation is then performed
from results of the analysis of fault diagnosis equation.

One node for voltage measurement is su>cient for the proposed method although multiple
excitations are required for fault location. Although the faulty parameter deviation cannot
be in9nity, open or short condition can be very well dealt with using switches in modi9ed
nodal analysis. Therefore, the faults can be parametric or catastrophic. The proposed method
is extremely e=ective for large parameter deviations and a very limited number of accessible
nodes used for excitations and measurements. The computation cost for the fault location is
in the order of O(p3), and compares favourably with the combinatorial search traditionally
used in fault veri9cation methods which require the number of operations

O

(
f∑
1

(
p
i

))

A single fault diagnosis method recently reported in Reference [9] can be seen as a special
case of the proposed method. Example circuits are used to illustrate the proposed method
and improvement in the e>cacy as compared with Reference [9] is evident. Finally, two
new methods for multiple fault diagnosis based on the same methodology are discussed and
comparisons among these three methods are given.
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